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ABSTRACT
Mobile Cable-Driven Parallel Robots (MCDPRs) are special type of Reconfigurable Cable Driven Parallel Robots (RCDPRs) with the ability of undergoing an autonomous change in
their geometric architecture. MCDPRs consists of a classical
Cable-Driven Parallel Robot (CDPR) carried by multiple Mobile
Bases (MBs). Generally MCDPRs are kinematically redundant
due to the additional mobilities generated by the motion of the
MBs. As a consequence, this paper introduces a methodology
that aims to determine the best kinematic redundancy scheme
of Planar MCDPRs (PMCDPRs) with one degree of kinematic
redundancy for pick-and-place operations. This paper also discusses the Static Equilibrium (SE) constraints of the PMCDPR
MBs that are needed to be respected during the task. A case study
of a PMCDPR with two MBs, four cables and a three degree-offreedom (DoF) Moving Platform (MP) is considered.
1

INTRODUCTION
Cable-Driven Parallel Robots (CDPRs) are a particular type
of parallel manipulators with cables instead of rigid links. The
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platform motion is generated by changing the cable lengths between the Moving Platform (MP) and the fixed base frame. CDPRs are used for several applications that requires high accelerations [1], large payload capabilities [2], and large workspace [3].
One of the major drawbacks in classical CDPRs with fixed
cable layout, i.e. fixed exit points and cable configuration, is
the potential collisions between the cables and the surrounding
environment. These collisions significantly reduce the CDPR
workspace and the platform stiffness. A proposed solution is
Reconfigurable Cable-Driven Parallel Robots (RCDPRs) whose
geometric architecture can be altered to achieve better performances, e.g. lower cable tensions, larger workspace and increasing platform stiffness [4]. However, reconfigurability is a manual, discrete and a time consuming task.
In [5] a novel concept of Mobile Cable-Driven Parallel
Robots (MCDPRs) using a combination of Mobile Bases (MBs)
and a CDPR in order to achieve autonomous reconfigurability
of RCDPRs is presented. A MCDPR is composed of a classical CDPR with q cables and a n degree-of-freedom (DoF) MP
mounted on p MBs [5]. In our previous work [6] we determine
the Available Wrench Set (AWS) for Planar MCDPRs (PMCD-

all correspondence to this author.
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FIGURE 1. FASTKIT PROTOTYPE (a) NAVIGATION MODE (b,
c) UNDEPLOYED AND DEPLOYED CONFIGURATION AT THE
TASK LOCATION

PRs) with a point mass MP. We show how the AWS of MCDPRs
depends on the robot configuration, cable tension limits and the
Static Equilibrium (SE) of the MBs. In [7] we determine the
Available Twist Set (ATS) using the kinematic model of MCDPRs. We show how the ATS of MCDPRs depends on the robot
configuration and the joint velocity limits of the cables and the
MBs.
The MCDPR prototype named FASTKIT has been designed
and built in the context of Echord++ project1 as shown in Fig. 1.

FASTKIT is composed of eight cables (q = 8), a six degree-offreedom (DoF) MP (n = 6) and two MBs (p = 2) with one active
and one passive mobile base. The overall objective of FASTKIT
is to design a unique robotic solution for logistic operations, i.e.
flexible pick-and-place operations. FASTKIT is capable of autonomously navigating in the environment to reach at the task location referred as a navigation mode. During this mode, the two
MBs are coupled together and act as a single working unit while
the MP is fixed on the two MBs (see Fig. 1a). The twist of the
MP and the passive mobile base is equal to the twist generated by
the active mobile base. No cable motion is generated during the
navigation mode. The second working mode, referred to as the
task mode, deploys the system at the desired location such that
the desired pick or/and place operation is achievable within the
defined workspace. During this mode, the passive mobile base is
static while the motion of the cables and the active mobile base
is used to deploy the complete system (see Figs. 1b and 1c). It
should be noted that during the task mode, FASTKIT is kinematically redundant due to the additional mobility of the active
mobile base.
This paper presents an optimal kinematic redundancy
scheme of PMCDPRs for the pick-and-place operations. This paper also discuss the SE constraints of PMCDPRs associated with
the MBs that are required to fully characterize the AWS of the
latter. For a case study, we will analyze planar FASTKIT which
is composed of two MBs (p = 2), four cables (q = 4) and a three
DoF MP (n = 3) shown in Fig. 2. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the description and parameterization
of the planar FASTKIT. Section 3 presents the SE conditions of
the MBs that is used to determine the AWS of the MCDPR under
study. Section 4 presents the kinematic model and the ATS of the
latter. Section 5 deals with the formulation of the optimization
problem to find the optimal robot configuration with respect to a
proposed criterion. Section 6 highlights different optimum solutions for the adopted pick-and-place operations while conclusion
and future work are presented in Section 7.

2

MANIPULATOR DESCRIPTION AND PARAMETERIZATION
The Planar FASTKIT is composed of four cables (q = 4) and
a three degree-of-freedom (DoF) MP (n = 3) mounted on two
MBs (p = 2) shown in Fig. 2. The jth mobile base is denoted as
M j , j = 1, 2. The ith cable mounted onto M j is named as Ci j ,
i = 1, . . . , m j, where m j denotes the number of cables carried by
M j . Each M j with the cables mounted on it are denoted as jth
limb of the robot. The cable tension and the directional vector of
the ith cable mounted onto M j are denoted as τ i j and ui j , thus,
τ i j = τi j ui j

1 https://www.fastkit-project.eu/
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(1)

where τi j is the tension in the ith cable mounted on M j bounded
between minimum τ i j and maximum τ i j cable tension limits.
Cables are assumed to be straight and massless, thus can
be modeled as a Revolute-Prismatic-Revolute (RPR) kinematic
chain. For the MCDPR under study, the MBs are capable of
generating a single DoF translational motion along x0 . In this
paper, M1 is considered as passive while M2 is considered as
active mobile base. The position of M1 (M2 , resp.) along x0
is defined by ρ1 (ρ2 resp.) with respect to the frame F1 (F2 ,
resp.) attached to it. The twist capability of M2 is quasi-static
and negligible, thus only the SE of the MBs in taken into account
without considering the dynamics of the latter.

A2j
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WRENCH FEASIBILITY
For MCDPRs, the Available Wrench Set (AWS) is defined
as the set of wrenches a mechanism can generate while respecting the cable tension limits and the SE constraints of the MBs
[6]. The approach proposed in [6] characterizes the AWS of the
MCDPR where the end effector is treated as a point mass. In this
section we extend the formulation to consider a moving platform
subject to planar forces and moment.
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Static Equilibrium of the manipulator
The Static Equilibrium (SE) of the MP is expressed as [8,9]:
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FIGURE 2.

(2)

where W is a (n × q) wrench matrix mapping the cable tension
vector τ ∈ Rq onto the wrenches generated by the cables on the
end-effector. fe = [ fex fey ]T and me respectively denote the external forces and moment applied by the MP. For the MCDPR
under study in Fig. 2, Eqn. (2) is expressed as:
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PARAMETERIZATION OF PLANAR FASTKIT

as:
2

wg j − ∑ τ i j + fcl j + fcr j = 02

(5)

i=1
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rT22 ET u22 τ12  me
τ22
(3)

with


0 −1
E=
1 0

(4)

where ri j is a vector pointing from the reference point (P) of
the MP to the cable attachment point Bi j . From the free body
diagram in Fig. 2, the Static Equilibrium of M j can be expressed

mO j = gTj ET wg j − ∑ bTij ET τ i j + cTlj ET fcl j + cTrj ET fcr j = 0 (6)
i=1

where mO j denotes the moment of M j about point O0 . The
weight vector of M j is denoted by wg j . fcl j = [ fclx j fcly j ]T
and fcr j = [ fcrx j fcry j ]T denotes the reaction forces from the
ground on the left and right contact points Cl j and Cr j of M j .
bi j = [bxij byij ]T , cl j = [cxlj cylj ]T and cr j = [cxr j cyr j ]T denote the
Cartesian coordinate vectors of points Bi j , Cl j and Cr j , respectively. g j = [gxj gyj ]T is the Cartesian coordinate vector of the
center of gravity G j . Note that the superscripts x and y in the
previous vectors denotes their x and y components.
Let mCr j represent a moment generated at the right contact
point Cr j when M j loses the ground contact at point Cl j , i.e. mCr j
3

For both the MBs to be in SE, the moments
mCr j (mCl j , resp.) should be always counterclockwise (clockwise, resp.) at contact points Cr j (Cl j , resp.), namely,

is expressed as:
2

mCr j = (g j − cr j )T ET wg j + ∑ (cr j − bi j )T ET τ i j

(7)

i=1

mCr j ≥ 0,
The vector sum between the points Cr j , Bi j and P is expressed
as:
(cr j − bi j ) + ri j + (p − cr j ) = 0

(8)

mCl j ≤ 0,

j = 1, 2

(15)

3.2

Available Wrench Set
The AWS of PMCDPR with a point mass MP in [6] is extended to define the AWS (A ) of the MCDPR under study, expressed as:

Thus,
(cr j − bi j ) = −ri j − (p − cr j )

(9)

Substituting Eqn. (9) in Eqn. (7) yields:

( 
 
f
f
A =
∈ R3 |
= Wττ , τ i j ≤ τi j ≤ τ i j ,
m
m
)

(16)

mCr j ≥ 0, mCl j ≤ 0, i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2 .

2

2

mCr j = (g j − cr j )T ET wg j − ∑ (p − cr j )T ET τ i j − ∑ rTij ET τ i j
i=1

i=1

(10)
From Eqn. (3):
2

2

∑ τ i j = f − ∑ τ io ,

i=1
2

∑

o 6= j

i=1
2

rTij ET τ i j

i=1

(11)

= m− ∑

rTio ET τ io ,

o 6= j

i=1

where f = [ f x f y ]T and m denote the forces and moment generated by the cables onto the MP, namely,
f = −fe ,

m = −me .

(12)

Substituting Eqn. (12) in Eqn. (10) yields:
mCr j = −[(p − cr j )T ET 1]
2

 
f
+ (g j − cr j )T ET wg j
m
2

−c2 j fT ET u1 j + c1 j fT ET u2 j + c2o τ2o uT1 j ET u2 j

(13)

+ ∑ (p − cr j )T ET τ io + ∑ rTio ET τ io , o 6= j

− muT1 j ET u2 j + c2 j τ2o uT2o ET u1 j + c1 j τ2o uT2 j ET u2o

τ1o =

i=1

i=1

The AWS defined in Eqn. (16) corresponds to a ndimensional convex polytope that can be represented as the intersection of the half-spaces bounded by its hyperplanes. It depends
on the MCDPR configuration and the constraints associated with
the cable tension limits and the SE of the MBs. The facets or
hyperplanes of the AWS associated with the cable tension limits
can be directly obtained from [6]. However, the SE constraint of
the MBs defined by Eqn. (15) are required to be represented in
the form of the hyperplanes [10, 11].
For completely characterizing the hyperplanes associated
with the SE constraints of M j in n = 3 dimensional wrench
space, the latter must also be independent of n = 3 number of cable tensions. These n = 3 cable tensions must consider the cables
carried by M j , i.e. τ1 j , τ2 j and the combination of n − m j out of
mo , o 6= j cables tensions. Thus a single SE constraint will form
mo
Cn−m
number of hyperplanes in n-dimensional wrench space.
j
From the SE (Eqn. 3) of the moving platform, the cable tensions
τ1o and τ2o can be expressed as:

c2 j uT1 j ET u1o + c1o uT2 j ET u1 j + c1 j uT1o ET u2 j
(17)

Similarly, the moment mCl j generated at the left contact point Cl j
takes the form:
T

T

mCl j = −[(p − cl j )] E
2

−c2 j fT ET u1 j + c1 j fT ET u2 j + c1o τ1o uT1 j ET u2 j

 
f
1]
+ (g j − cl j )T ET wg j
m
2

(14)

− muT1 j ET u2 j + c2 j τ1o uT1o ET u1 j + c1 j τ1o uT2 j ET u1o

τ2o =

c2o uT2 j ET u1 j + c2 j uT1 j ET u2o + c1i uT2o ET u2 j

+ ∑ (p − cl j )T ET τ io + ∑ rTio ET τ io , o 6= j
i=1

(18)

i=1

4

where
ci j = rTij ET ui j ,

i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2

(19)

By substituting Eqns. (17) and (18) separately in Eqn. (13), a
single SE constraint at the contact point Cr j will form two hyperplanes in the wrench space expressed as:
n

n

[((p − cr j )T− drr j1j1 (c2 j uT1 j − c1 j uT2 j ))ET 1 + drr j1j1 (uT1 j ET u2 j )]  f 
n
n
k((p − cr j )T− drr j1j1 (c2 j uT1 j − c1 j uT2 j ))ET 1 + drr j1j1 (uT1 j ET u2 j )k m

≤

where sd,l is the signed distance from dth vertex of the RWS to
the lth face of the AWS. µ is positive as long as all the vertices
of RWS are inscribed by A , i.e. RWS can be counter balanced
by the wrenches generated by the cables while respecting all the
SE constraints.

4

KINEMATIC MODELING AND AVAILABLE TWIST
SET
This section presents the first order kinematic model of the
MCDPR under study. For classical CDPRs, twist of the MP can
be expressed as [14]:

(g j − cr j )T ET wg j + ((p − cr j )T ET u2o + rT2o ET u2o )τ2o
n
+ drr j1j1 (c2o uT1 j ET u2 j + c1 j uT2o ET u2 j + c2 j uT2o ET u1 j )τ2o
k((p − cr j )T −

nr j1
T
T
T
dr j1 (c2 j u1 j − c1 j u2 j ))E

1+

nr j1
T T
dr j1 (u1 j E u2 j )k

(20)

n

 
 
A1 0 cables
l̇
tP
= 1 ,
A2
l̇2

where A j is a (2 × n) parallel Jacobian matrix, containing the
actuation wrenches due to the cables attached to M j on the MP
expressed as:

n

[((p − cr j )T− drr j2j2 (c2 j uT1 j − c1 j uT2 j ))ET 1 + drr j2j2 (uT1 j ET u2 j )]  f 

Aj =

n
n
k((p − cr j )T− drr j2j2 (c2 j uT1 j − c1 j uT2 j ))ET 1 + drr j1j1 (uT1 j ET u2 j )k m

≤

(24)

(g j − cr j )T ET wg j + ((p − cr j )T ET u1o + rT1o ET u1o )τ1o
n
+ drr j2j2 (c2 j uT1o ET u1 j + c1o uT1 j ET u2 j + c1 j uT2 j ET u1o )τ1o
n

n

k((p − cr j )T − drr j2j2 (c2 j uT1 j − c1 j uT2 j ))ET 1 + drr j2j2 (uT1 j ET u2 j )k
(21)

where nr j1 , dr j1 , nr j2 and nr j2 are constants expressed as:
nr j1 = (p − cr j )T ET u1o + rT1o ET u1o
T

T

nr j2 = (p − cr j ) E u2o + rT2o ET u2o
dr j1 = c1o uT2 j ET uT1 j + c1 j uT1o ET uT2 j + c2 j uT1 j ET uT1o
dr j2 = c2o uT2 j ET uT1 j + c2 j uT1 j ET uT2o + c1 j uT2o ET uT2 j

(22a)
(22b)
(22c)
(22d)

Equations (20) and (21) represent the SE constraint associated with M j at the contact point Cr j in the form of hyperplanes [10]. Similarly the SE constraints generated at the conmo
tact point Cl j will also form Cn−m
number of hyperplanes in the
j
wrench space by substituting Eqns. (17) and (18) separately in
Eqn. (14). Following the approach presented in [6], these constraints in the wrench space can be directly used to determine the
facets of the AWS associated with the SE of the MBs.
The Capacity Margin [12, 13] determines if a given pose is
wrench feasible using the facets of the AWS and the vertices of
the Required Wrench Set (RWS). It is a measure of the robustness of the equilibrium of the robot, expressed by µ,
µ = min ( min sd,l ),

 T

u1 j rT1 j ET u1 j
,
uT2 j rT2 j ET u2 j

(25)

= [ṗ ω]T is composed of the platform linThe twist 0 tcables
P
ear velocity vector ṗ = [ ṗx , ṗy ]T and angular velocity ω, all expressed in the base frame F0 . 0 tcables
denotes the MP twist due
P
to the motion of the cables expressed in F0 . l̇ j = [l˙1 j l˙2 j ]T is a
two-dimensional cable velocity vector of the cables attached to
M j . It should be noted that the kinematic model expressed in
Eqn. (24) has one degree of actuation redundancy, i.e. one actuator more than strictly necessary to control all DoF of the moving
platform.
For MCDPRs, the twist generated onto the MP is due to both
the cables and the MBs. Therefore the twist 0 tPj of the MP due to
the jth limb can be expressed as:
0 j
tP

= Jb ρ̇ j + 0 Rb j

b j cables j
tP

(26)
cables

j
where Jb = [1 0 0]T . ρ̇ j represents the velocity of M j . b j tP
is the twist generated by the cables attached to M j expressed in
Fb j . 0 Rb j is the rotation matrix between frames Fb j and F0 .
Upon multiplication of Eqn. (26) with A j :

A j 0 tPj = A j Jb ρ̇ j + A j 0 Rb j

b j cables j
tP

(27)

cables

j
where A j 0 Rb j b j tP
corresponds to l̇1 (see Eqn. (24)). Thus
Eqn. (27) can be expressed as:

A j 0 tPj = A j Jb ρ̇ j + l̇ j

(23)
5

(28)

The twists generated by both limbs is equal to the twist of the
MP tP , namely,
0 1
tP

= 0 t2P = tP

(29)

Empty
MP

k =1

1

Object to
be picked

k=k 2

First segment

2

MP with
payload

(30)

where q̇b = [ρ̇1 ρ̇2 ]T and l̇ = [l̇1 l̇2 ]T . As the passive mobile base
is fixed during the task mode, thus ρ̇1 = 0.

O0

ρ=ρ
2

FIGURE 3.

AtP = Bb q̇b + l̇

k = k 1+1

Second segment

Thus, in terms of both the limbs, MP twist of the planar
FASTKIT can be expressed as:
 


A1
A1 Jb 0
t =
q̇ + l̇
A2 P
0 A2 Jb b

k=k1

2

ADOPTED PICK AND PLACE PATH

(31)
5.1

AtP = Bq̇

(32)

where B = [Bb Im ] is a (4 × 6) matrix while q̇ = [q̇b l̇]T is a
six dimensional vector containing all the joint velocities. From
Eqn. (32), it can be observed that if B has rank four, the MCDPR
under study has one degree of kinematic redundancy due to the
motion of the active mobile base.
For trajectory planning, it is necessary to determine the set
of twist feasible poses of the MP known as Available Twist Set
(ATS). In [7], authors propose the methodology to determine
ATS of MCDPRs using the first order kinematic model of the
latter. According to [7], similar to AWS the ATS of MCDPRs
is a convex polytope. ATS strictly depends on the robot configuration and the joint velocity limits, i.e. velocity limits for the
cables and MBs. Similar to Eqn. (23), the Capacity Margin index is used to determine if the given pose is twist feasible by
utilizing the facets of ATS and the vertices of the Required Twist
Set (RTS), expressed by ν:
ν = min ( min ed,l )

Objective Function
The adopted path is composed of two segments, i.e. picking segment discretized into k1 points and placing segment discretized into k2 − k1 points shown in Fig. 3. Thus the complete
path is discretized into k2 points with each point denoted by k
such that, k = 1, . . . , k1 , k1 + 1, . . . , k2 . Let t1 (m1 , resp.) and
t2 (m2 , resp.) be the trajectory time (total moving mass, resp.)
for the first and second segments of pick-and-place operation. It
should be noted that the adopted trajectory is linear and does not
require any rotational motion of the MP.
For a fast pick-and-place trajectory operation, it makes sense
to minimize the total trajectory time, thus the first objective function can be expressed as:
Minimize f1 = t1 + t2

(34)

The second objective function aims at maximizing the robustness index (see Eqn. (23)) of the MP for the complete path,
thus the second objective function can be expressed as:

Maximize f2 =

(33)

k2
m1 k 1
m2
µ
+
µk
k
∑
k1 k=1
k2 − k1 k=k∑+1

(35)

1

where ed,l is the signed distance from dth vertex of the Required
Twist Set (RTS) to the lth face of the ATS. ν is positive as long
as the platform have the ability to generate the RTS.

5

OPTIMUM KINEMATIC REDUNDANCY SCHEME
This section deals with a methodology that aims to determine the best ρ2 for the adopted pick-and-place trajectory shown
in Fig. 3. The proposed methodology is highlighted by defining a wrench quality criterion and formulation of a bi-objective
optimization problem.

µk being the capacity margin defined in Eqn. (23) and assessed
at the kth point of the piecewise path. Average robustness index
for each segment of the path in Eqn. (35) takes into account the
mass of the MP as well to have an equal ratio between the indices
as it tends to decrease with the increase in the MP mass and vice
versa.
5.2

Decision Variables
The decision variable vector of the optimization problem
contains the trajectory time of both the segments (t1 ,t2 ) and re6

dundancy planning scheme. Let βk denote the redundancy planning scheme containing the position of M2 for each kth discretized point such that:

T
β = ρ21 ρ22 . . . ρ2k1 . . . ρ2k2

6. The search for an optimal trajectory time of bounded as:
0 ≤ t1 ≤ t 1

(42a)

0 ≤ t2 ≤ t 2

(42b)

(36)

with ρ 2 ≤ βk ≤ ρ 2 , k = 1, . . . , k1 , k1 + 1, . . . , k2 . ρ 2 and ρ 2 denote
the lower and upper bounds on ρ2 .
5.3

Constraints
Six types of constraints are taken into account in the optimization problem:

5.4

Formulation of the optimization problem
In order to find the optimal kinematic redundancy scheme,
the optimization problem formulated from Eqns. (34) to (42) is
expressed as follows:

1. As the passive mobile base is fixed, thus the velocity of M1
is zero,

Minimize

f1 (x) = t1 + t2

Maximize

f2 (x) =

k2
m2
m1 k1
µ
+
µk
k
∑
k1 k=1
k2 − k1 k=k∑+1
1

ρ̇1 = 0

(37)

over x = [ β t1 t2 ]
subject to ρ̇1 = 0

2. The MP pose must be capable of generating the RWS and
RTS along the trajectory. RWS depends on mass and the required acceleration from the pick-and-place trajectory the
MP. RTS is equal to the required twist of the MP. Thus
for each kth trajectory point, the indices µk and νk from
Eqns. (23) and (33) must be positive, namely,

ρ21 = ρ 2
ρ 2 ≤ ρ2k ≤ ρ 2

(43)

ρ̇ 2 ≤ ρ̇2k ≤ ρ̇ 2
µk ≥ 0
νk ≥ 0

µk ≥ 0,

(38a)

0 ≤ t1 ≤ t 1

νk ≥ 0.

(38b)

0 ≤ t2 ≤ t 2
k = 1, . . . , k1 , k1 + 1, . . . , k2

Equation (38a) ensures that the MP has the ability to generate the RWS while respecting the cable tension tension limits and the SE constraints associated with the MBs. Equation (38b) ensures that the MP can generate the RTS while
respecting the joint velocity limits.
3. ρ2 is bounded between its lower bound ρ 2 and its upper
bound ρ 2 at each kth trajectory point, namely,
ρ 2 ≤ ρ2k ≤ ρ 2

(39)
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4. ρ̇2 is also bounded between its lower bound ρ̇ 2 and its upper
bound ρ̇ 2 at each kth trajectory point, namely,
ρ̇ 2 ≤ ρ̇2k ≤ ρ̇ 2

(40)

5. The first path starts with the MCDPR in undeployed configuration. Thus,
ρ21 = ρ 2

The optimization problem formulated in Eqn. (43) aims at
finding the the optimum trajectory time of each segment (t1
and t2 ) and the corresponding optimum kinematic redundancy
scheme (β ) that minimize the total trajectory time ( f1 ) and maximize the criterion f2 defined in Eqn. (35) while respecting the
set of constraints. The foregoing optimization problem is solved
for a case study in the following section.

CASE STUDY
All the parameters required to acquire and analyze the results for the optimization problem defined in Eqn. (43) are presented in section 6.1. The results are analyzed in section 6.2.
6.1

Parameters
Both segments of the pick-and-place path are discretized
into 50 such that k2 = 2k1 = 100. The maximum trajectory time
of each segment is defined as:
t 1 = t 2 = 10s

(41)
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(44a)

Transition between feasible
and unfeasible time sets

t2(s)

The mass of the MP is taken as:

10

m1 = 1kg, m2 = 2.5kg

(45)
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The weight vector of the MBs is defined as,

Unfeasible
time set

6


wg j = mmb j


0
N,
−g

j = {1, 2}

(46)

where g = 9.81 m.s−2 represents the acceleration due to gravity.
mmb1 = mmb2 = 150 kg represent the mass of M1 and M2 . The
joint velocity limits i.e. velocity limits of the cables and MBs are
defined as:
ρ̇ 2 = −0.2m.s−1 , ρ̇ 2 = 0.2m.s−1

−2m.s−1 ≤ l˙i j ≤ 2m.s−1 , i = {1, 2}, j = {1, 2}

(47)

(48)

The cable tension limits are defined as:
τ i j = 0, τ i j = 45N, i = {1, 2}, j = {1, 2}

Pareto Optimal
Solutions (P)

Feasible
time set

P3

4
2
0

P1
0

2

FIGURE 4.

4

6

P2
8

10

t1(s)

FEASIBLE AND UNFEASIBLE TIME SETS

f2 (Nkg)
Image of P1
in PF-Space

Image of P2
in PF-Space

Image of P3
in PF-Space

Pareto
Front

18

(49)

17
16

The bounds on the position of M2 are defined as:
15

ρ 2 = 1.1m, ρ 2 = 4m

(50)

which means that the robot can be deployed up to maximum
ρ 2 − ρ 2 = 2.9 m.
Result Analysis
It is noteworthy that the only decision variables that are considered to solve the proposed optimization problem are t1 and t2 ,
respectively. The vector β is searched at each iteration and is
obtained in such a way that it minimizes the objective function
f1 , maximizes the objective function f2 and leads to a continuous solution for ρ2 along the trajectory. The feasible solutions
in decision space is illustrated in Fig. 4. On the left side of the
transition curve, there exists no solution between t1 and t2 that
respect all the constraints defined in Eqn. (43) referred to as unfeasible time set. On the right side of the transition curve, each
combination between t1 and t2 fulfills all the constraints of the
proposed optimization problem (43) referred to as feasible time
set.

14
13
12
8

10

12

14

16

18

20

f1 (s)

6.2

FIGURE 5. ALL FEASIBLE SOLUTIONS (GREEN), PARETO
FRONT (BLUE) AND THREE PARETO-OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
(RED) IN THE PERFORMANCE FUNCTION SPACE (PF-SPACE)

The optimization problem in Eqn. (43) has more than one
optimal solution. These optimal solutions are defined as Paretooptimal solutions, which cannot be dominated by any other feasible solution [15, 16]. The set of all Pareto-optimal solutions is
called as Pareto optimal set, denoted by P, illustrated in Fig. 4.
The Pareto-optimal solutions lie on a boundary in the Perfor8
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FIGURE 6. µ AS A FUNCTION OF PATH POINT NUMBER AND
ρ2 FOR PARETO-OPTIMAL SOLUTION P1 , i.e. t1 = 8.4s AND t2 =
1.1s. THE RED CURVE HIGHLIGHTS OPTIMUM REDUNDANCY
SCHEME

Pa
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2

FIGURE 7. µ AS A FUNCTION OF PATH POINT NUMBER AND
ρ2 FOR PARETO-OPTIMAL SOLUTION P2 , i.e. t1 = 9.7s AND t2 =
1.1s. THE RED CURVE HIGHLIGHTS OPTIMUM REDUNDANCY
SCHEME

mance Function Space (PF-Space) between the two objective
functions called Pareto front [17] shown in Fig. 5. It can be observed in Fig. 4 that most of the Pareto-optimal solution requires
the largest t1 . This behavior can be explained from the definition
of the adopted pick-and-place path.
During the first segment of the path (see Fig. 3), the platform
height is increased that reduces the AWS along y0 . The RWS due
to the acceleration of the MP tends to decrease with the increase
in t1 , which results in higher f2 along the first segment. The sit-
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FIGURE 8. µ AS A FUNCTION OF PATH POINT NUMBER AND
ρ2 FOR PARETO-OPTIMAL SOLUTION P3 , i.e, t1 = 10s AND t2 =
4.6s. THE RED CURVE HIGHLIGHTS OPTIMUM REDUNDANCY
SCHEME

uation is opposite for the second segment of the adopted path as
AWS tends to increase along y0 with the decrease in the platform height. The similar phenomenon can also be observed in
Fig. 5 through transition curve where the minimum time that is
required to find a feasible solution for first segment is equal to 6s
while it is equal to 1s only for the second segment. It should be
noted that at t1 = t 1 , changing t2 does not produce any prominent
change in f2 (see Figs. 4 and 5). Thus, it can be concluded that
the transition curve i.e. the feasible and unfeasible time set is
highly dependent of the adopted path.
To illustrate an optimal redundancy scheme, three different
Pareto-optimal solutions, i.e. P1 , P2 and P3 , have been selected in Figs. 4 and 5. Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the index µ
as a function of the path point number and ρ2 for the chosen
Pareto-optimal solutions P1 , P2 and P3 known as efficiency
maps [18]. The red curve in the efficiency maps highlights the
optimum redundancy scheme. The white areas in the map corresponds to the region where the constraints of the proposed optimization problem are not satisfied. It can be observed that there
is a sudden change in µ at k = k22 . It is due to the fact that the
weight of the MP is changed at the end of the first segment of
pick-and-place operation. Due to this following reason, the mass
of the MP is taken into account in the definition of the second
objective function f2 , which is expressed in Eqn. (35).
The simulation videos for corresponding pick-and-place operation for all the three Pareto-optimal solutions P1 , P2 and P3
can be downloaded at 2 .

2 https://youtu.be/fpdlEnYbP7M
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, a methodology to determine the optimal kinematic redundancy scheme of Planar Mobile Cable Driven Parallel Robots (PMCDPRs) with one degree of kinematic redundancy for fast pick-and-place operations is described. First, the
Static equilibrium (SE) constraints of PMCDPRs associated with
the Mobile Bases (MBs) are formulated that are required to fully
characterize the Available Wrench Set (AWS) of the latter. Then,
a bi-objective optimization problem that corresponds to minimization of the total trajectory time and maximization of the
robot average robustness index throughout the trajectory is formulated in order to determine the optimum kinematic redundancy scheme. A case study of a PMCDPR composed of two
MBs, four cables and a three degree-of-freedom (DoF) moving
platform is considered. Future work will deal with the experimental validation and the extension of the proposed methodology to spatial Mobile Cable Driven Parallel Robots (MCDPRs)
with higher degrees of kinematic redundancy.
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